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Abstract

With increasing interest in airborne and satellite-based sensors for mapping regional and global
energy balance, there is a need to determine the uncertainty involved in aggregating remotely-sensed
variables [surface temperature (T3 and reflectance Go)]and surface energy fluxes [sensible U-0 and
latent (MC)heat flux] over large areas. This uncertainty is directly related to two factors: (1) the nonlinearity of the relation between the sensor signal and Tk, p, H or A!$ and (2) the heterogeneity of the
site. In this study, we compiled several remotely-sensed data sets acquired at different locations
within a semi-arid rangeland in Arizona, at a variety of spatial and temporal resolutions. These data
sets provided the range of data heterogeneities necessary for an extensive analysis of data aggregation. The general technique to evaluate uncertainty was to compare remotely-sensed variables and
energy balance components calculated in two ways: first, calculated at the pixel resolution and
averaged to the coarser resolution; and second, calculated directly at the coarse resolution by
aggregating the fine-resolution data to the coarse scale. Results showed that the error in the aggregation of Z’kand p was negligible for a wide range of conditions. However, the error in aggregation of H
and kE was highly influenced by the heterogeneity of the site. Errors in H larger than 50% were
possible under certain conditions. The conditions associated with the largest aggregation errors in H
were:
sites which are composed of a mix of stable and unstable conditions:
sites which have considerable variations in aerodynamic roughness, especially for highly
unstable conditions where the difference between surface and air temperature is large; and
?? sites which are characterized by patch vegetation, where the pixel resolution is less than or
nearly-equal to the diameter of the vegetation ‘element’ (in most cases, the diameter of the
dominant vegetation type or vegetation patch).

??

??

Thus, knowledge of the surface heterogeneity is essential for minimizing error in aggregation of H
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and AE. Two schemes are presented for quantifying surface heterogeneity as a first step in data
aggregation. These results emphasized the need for caution in aggregation of energy balance components over heterogeneous landscapes with sparse or mixed vegetation types. 8 1997 Elsevier
Science B.V.

1. Introduction

Remote sensing using airborne and satellite-based sensors is useful for estimating SWface energy fluxes such as sensible (II) and latent (IL??)heat flux over large areas. There are
many algorithms and simulation models designed for this purpose. Most of these
approaches utilize remote measurements of surface temperature and reflectance to compute the components of the energy balance equation [H, net radiation (R,) and soil heat
flux (G)] and estimate AE as a residual of the energy balance (see background section).
Nearly all approaches require some supplementary meteorological and/or surface
information.
The extent of surface information required draws a distinction between those
approaches that can be applied at a local scale and those limited to regional application
(Moran and Jackson, 1991). Most local scale methods rely on site-specific measurements
of aerodynamic and atmospheric conditions and apply only to an area over which the
ground-based measurements can be extrapolated. Regional scale methods generally rely
on meteorological data from existing weather stations, extrapolated in space and
interpolated in time to correspond to the location and moment of the remotely-sensed
measurement.
There is interest in aggregating remotely sensed variables (and surface energy fluxes
derived from these variables) from local to regional scales. This interest is due to the desire
to (1) apply local-scale approaches with regional-scale data and (2) validate results of
regional-scale methods by comparison with results of local-scale methods. These goals
require investigation of methods for both aggregation of remotely-sensed variables
(particularly, radiometric temperature, T,) and aggregation of energy balance components

(R,,G,HandAE).
This study addresses the issues of aggregation related specifically to heterogeneous
landscapes at local and regional scales. Based on several sets of spectral images with
spatial resolutions ranging from 0.3 m to 120 m, we studied the effects of aggregation by
computing remotely sensed variables and energy balance components in two ways. First,
the variable (e.g. H) was computed from the radiance at the pixel resolution (e.g. 120 m)
and these values were averaged to obtain a value of H at a coarser resolution (e.g. 1 km).
Second, pixel-resolution values of radiance were averaged to the coarser scale and then a
value of H was computed. The difference between these two computations of H revealed
the error due to non-linearities in the relation between surface radiance and H.
Thepresentation is organized into sections, with the first section presenting the basic
energy balance theory that is the foundation for most local- and regional-scale models and
defining the relation between kinetic, radiometric and aerodynamic temperatures. The
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second section discusses the issues directly related to aggregation of data for heterogeneous landscapes and suggests a method for quantifying site heterogeneity. The third
section describes the study site, the sensor characteristics, and the methods for acquisition
of data for this research. Finally, aggregation results are presented for a variety of homogeneous and heterogeneous sites at various scales.

2. Background
2.1. Energy balance theory
In general, estimation of energy flux using remotely-sensed data is based on the solution
of the one-dimensional surface energy balance equation, expressed as
R,=G+H+XE,

(1)

where R,, G, H and XE are in units of W rno2, and G, H and ?Z are positive when directed
away from the surface. AE is a function of evaporation rate, E (kg s-’ mm2),and heat of
vaporization, L (J kg-‘)), but is typically found as a residual in Eq. (1).
R, can also be defined as the sum of the incoming and outgoing radiant flux densities,
i.e.
R,=(l-ar)Rsl+RLJ-R,_,,

(2)

where cr is the hemispherical albedo, the subscripts S and L signify shortwave radiation
(0.15 to = 4 pm) and longwave radiation (>4 pm) and the arrows indicate the flux
direction ( 1 : incoming; I : outgoing). R, is generally estimated in one of two ways:
(1) it can be measured using net radiometers and extrapolated over the region of interest;
or (2) it can be computed using remotely-sensed measurements to estimate 01and R L 1, and
ground-based instrumentation to measure the incoming terms (Jackson, 1984; Brest and
Goward, 1987).
The G term is dependent upon the gradient of temperature, T (OK), with soil depth, z (m),
G= - K(dTldz),

(3)

where K is thermal conductivity (W m-’ K-l). Results from empirical studies have shown
that the daytime ratio of G/R ,, is related to, among other factors, the amount of vegetation
present (de Bruin and Holtslag, 1982). Thus, an approximation of G can be achieved by
assuming that it is a fraction of R “, dependent upon spectral estimates of surface vegetation
cover (Moran et al., 1990; Kustas and Daughtry, 1990; Clothier et al., 1986). In some
cases, such as for full-cover vegetation, G is assumed to be negligible and eliminated from
the solution of Eq. (1).
The sensible heat flux density, H, is commonly expressed as a function of the difference
between the aerodynamic temperature (TO) and air temperature (T,),
H = UT,

- Tdlr,,

(4)

where C, the volumetric heat capacity of air (J “C-’ me3), and ra is the aerodynamic
resistance to heat transport (s m-l). This resistance for neutral conditions (where
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TO= T,) is

~,=Ilnr(z-d)l~l}*/k*U,

(5)

where z0 and d are roughness length and zero-plane displacement (m), respectively, U is
wind speed (m s-i), z is the height (m) above the surface where U is measured, and k ( =
0.41) is von Karman’s constant (Brutsaert, 1982). In most cases, adjustments are made to
Eq. (5) to account for non-neutral conditions (TO # T,) (e.g. Marht and Ek, 1984;
Brutsaert, 1982; Lang et al., 1983).
2.2. Temperature defmitions
It is important at this point in the discussion to make a distinction between T,,, kinetic
temperature (Tk) and radiometric temperature (T,). Aerodynamic temperature is recognixed to be the temperature at the virtual source/sink height for sensible heat exchange.
The kinetic (absolute) temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy of atomic
and molecular units in motion within bodies above absolute zero. The radiometric (apparent) temperature is an estimate of the kinetic temperature, generally evaluated from a
measurement of radiation emitted from the surface using an infrared sensor (Jackson,
1988).
The emittance (M,, W m-*) measured by a radiometer close to a surface (i.e. neglecting
atmospheric effects in measurements acquired with an aircraft or satellite-based sensor) in
a finite spectral band is related to the emittance of the surface (Mk, W m-*) with the
expression
M,=&&+(l-e)M,

(6)

where E is the emissivity of the surface in the finite spectral band (assumed constant over
the band) and M, (W m-*) is the incoming atmospheric emittance in the spectral band.
These emittances are theoretically quantified by integrating the product of the sensor
response function and the Planck function over the finite spectral band of the sensor.
By integrating the Planck function over the wavelength interval 0 to 00, one obtains the
Stefan-Boltzmann law (M = EC@, where u is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant: 5.674 x
10G W m-* K4). For simplicity here, the Stefan-Boltzmann expression is substituted for
each term in Eq. (6) to obtain the expression
a~=ea~+(l-e)B*

(7)

In the above expression, the term B* includes the incoming sky radiation in the spectral
band 0 to 00and a factor related to the ratio of incoming sky radiation in the finite spectral
band to incoming sky radiation in the spectral band 0 to co(after Fuchs and Tanner, 1966).
The emissivity term is eliminated from the left hand side of the equation because the
infrared sensor is calibrated with a blackbody with emissivity close to 1. Thus, the kinetic
temperature is derived from the radiometric temperature by inversion of Eq. (7).
Many studies show that Tk and T,, correspond well for the case of full-cover vegetation
(e.g. Huband and Monte&h, 1986). However, for partially-vegetated sites, Tk and TOhave
been found to differ by as much as 5°C (Choudhury et al., 1986). From here on, TO will
refer to the temperature obtained by inverting Eq. (4), T, will refer to the temperature
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measured with an infrared sensor (as described above), and Tk will refer to T, with a
correction for Eas described by Eq. (7). c is the ratio of emittance of a given surface to the
emittance of an ideal blackbody at the same wavelength and temperature.

3. Issues related to aggregation
Aggregation is simple when all relations between surface radiance and surface reflectance and temperature are linear and when relations between surface reflectance and
temperature and surface energy fluxes are linear. Aggregation of remotely-sensed variables such as CYand Tk becomes more complicated when their relations with radiance are
non-linear due to emissivity, sensor optics and/or atmospheric conditions. The errors
associated with aggregation of surface fluxes (Rn, G, H and U) estimated with
remotely-sensed variables is a function of the error associated with aggregation of
remotely-sensed data and the non-linear relations between remotely-sensed inputs to the
computation of surface fluxes.
This study will focus on the issues associated with aggregation of Tk and H. For the
following reasons, aggregation of (r, R,, G and ?& will not be addressed here:
- CY:There is a great deal of published evidence that the relation between radiance and
reflectance (and a) is linear for most sensors and most atmospheric conditions (Hall et al.,
1992; Humes and Sorooshian, 1994; Holm et al., 1989; Moran et al., 1994b). We obtained
similar results for the surface and atmospheric conditions in this study, so presentation of
such results was considered redundant.
- R “: It is apparent from Eq. (2) that the shortwave component of R n is a linear function
of the surface albedo, which has a linear relation with radiance. The longwave components
of R, (RL 1 and RL , ) are related to air and surface temperatures, respectively, using the
well-known Stefan-Boltzmann equation (Brutsaert, 1975a). Thus, the magnitude of error
in RL i would be directly related to that associated with aggregation of Tk. Since aggregation of Tk will be addressed in this study, it was deemed unnecessary to repeat the analysis
for RL 1. Actually, the variables that are associated with most of the error in aggregation of
R, are the incoming terms (Rs I and RL 1) which are generally estimated with groundbased instrumentation and are thus unrelated to remotely-sensed data.
- G: There is evidence that the relation of G/R, is linearly or near-linearly related to a
spectral vegetation index computed from the ratio of the near-IR and red reflectances
(Ku&s and Daughtry, 1990; Clothier et al., 1986; Moran et al., 1990). Again, since
previously-published studies reported a linear relation between reflectance and radiance,
there is little chance for error in the aggregation of values of G from local to regional
scales.
- ?& Since AE is computed as a residual in the energy balance equation (Eq. (l)), the
sum of the errors associated with aggregation of R ,,, G and H would equal the error in hE.
And since we are assuming negligible error in aggregation of R, and G, the results of our
study of aggregation of H are directly applicable to estimates of XE.
In the following subsections, we will address the issues related to aggregation of Tk and
H and the relation of aggregation error with surface heterogeneity.
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3.1. Aggregation of temperature data

The relation between radiance measured by a satellite sensor and values of surface
temperature is not necessarily linear. For example, the relation between T, and spectral
radiance (~5)is given for Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) as
Tr=~2lMW+

111,

(8)

where K2 (K) and K, (mW cm-* s-’ pm-‘) were determined for Landsat and Landsat TM
by Markham and Barker (1986). This equation is a close approximation of the integration
of the Planck function over the spectral bands of the TM sensor. Because temperature is a
slightly non-linear function of observed radiance, the aerially-integrated temperatures
derived from radiance observed with sensors of low- and high-resolution over the same
area may be slightly different.
Furthermore, the radiometers provide only an estimate of the radiometric temperature
with no correction for surface emissivity. As shown in Eq. (7), an emissivity less than unity
decreased the apparent temperature, whereas the reflection of incoming sky radiation
increased it by a different amount (Fuchs and Tanner, 1966). Thus, the data collected
using ground- or satellite-based sensors must be corrected for the surface emissivity. For a
series of natural surfaces within a savanna environment, Van de Griend and Owe (1993)
found that e could be estimated as
e = 1.0094 +O.O42(ln(NDVI)),

(9)

where NDVI is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index [@~a - ~~&*a
+ p,J
and p~a and prsdare the near-IR and red reflectances, relatively. The NDVI was derived to
be sensitive to changes in vegetation cover (Richardson and Wiegand, 1977); thus, it
appears that the relation between e and vegetation cover is logarithmic.
3.2. Aggregation of sensible heatjhu
For relatively homogenous landscapes, Hall et al. (1992, Section 3.2.1) found that the
relation between remotely sensed TM data and radiance was sufficiently linear to allow H
values derived with TM-resolution (30 m or 120 m) remotely-sensed data to be averaged
to produce low-resolution (1 km) values with little error. However, based on a theoretical
evaluation of the eddy diffusion formulation of H (Eq. (4)), they predicted a breakdown in
scale invariance for heterogeneous landscapes (their Section 2.4.1). Scale invariance may
not hold for heterogenous landscapes (such as semi-arid rangeland) for three reasons. Fit,
substantial variations in vegetation type, height and cover associated with heterogeneous
landscapes result in large variations in resistance to heat transfer (Monteith, 1973, 1981).
There is also evidence that resistance is dependent upon the magnitude of the difference
between the soil and foliage temperature (Kustas et al,, 1989). In semiarid rangelands, the
difference between soil and vegetation temperature can be as large as 40°C (Humes et al.,
1994b). Thus, one would expect a greater error in the averaged values of H and XE for a
heterogeneous site than for a homogeneous landscape.
Second, heterogenous landscapes would likely include surfaces with both stable (TO <
T,) and unstable (T,, > Ta) conditions. Thus, the neutral equation for resistance must be
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corrected for effects of stability. In most formulations, the stability correction results in a
non-linear relation between To and ra and, consequently, would result in a non-linear
relation between fluxes aggregated from fine-resolution data and those computed with
coarse-resolution data.
Thiid, there is a non-linear relation between Tk and T, over a range of vegetation
densities. That is, the difference between T, and Tk is small for fully-vegetated surfaces
(or sites with little difference between soil and vegetation temperatures) and increases
rapidly with increasing heterogeneity of the surface (when the difference between soil and
vegetation temperatures is large). For a surface only partially covered by vegetation
(where Tk is a composite of the soil and vegetation temperatures), Kustas et al. (1990)
reported that the resistance to heat transfer was significantly influenced by rapid changes in
the soil surface temperature. Thus, observed values of H several meters above the surface
changed relatively little compared with changes in Tk - T, (Kustas et al., 1989). Consequently, for partially-vegetated surfaces, it is necessary to incorporate an additional or
‘excess’ resistance to sensible heat transfer.
Several studies have addressed the computation of an excess resistance term based on
the fact that momentum transfer (based on pressure and viscous forces) is more efficient
than transfer of scalar quantities, such as H, which are transferred by viscous forces only
(Brutsaert, 1975b). This results in additional resistance to heat transfer that can be
expressed in the resistance equation by including different roughness lengths for momentum (subscript m) and heat (subscript h), where
r,’ = I tln((z- d)/z& + ln(z,,,,,,/zJ - tWWz

- 4/&m) - $,I 1/k2 U

(10)

and zom and z& are the roughness length for momentum and scalar roughness for heat,
respectively, and $h and rlrn are the stability corrections for heat and momentum (summarized by Beljaars and Ho&lag, 1991). A kB-’ factor [defined kB-’ = In(z,,,,/z&] was
included in the resistance computation, resulting in a non-linear relation between (Tk - T,)
and H. Thus, it is possible to rewrite Eq. (4) as

H = C,(T, - T,)/r,’

(11)

In application, Kustas et al. (1989) suggested that kB-’ could be computed as a function of
wind speed (v) and (Tk - Ta) and proposed that
kB-’ =sk.U(Tk-Ta),

(12)

where Sk,,is site-specific and was computed as 0.17 for Owens Valley rangeland and 0.13
for Walnut Gulch rangeland (Kustas et al., 1994b).
There is substantial evidence supporting the importance of accounting for the difference
between TOand Tk in Eq. (4) (e.g. Choudhury et al., 1986). Though inclusion of the kzB-’
factor in the resistance term is only one of several approaches that have been proposed to
account for the difference between TOand Tk (others include Chehbouni et al., 1994; Vidal
and Perrier, 1990; Norman et al., 1994, Shuttleworth and Wallace, 1985; Kustas, 1990;
Moran et al., 1993; Prevot et al., 1993), it was adopted for use in this study due to extensive
studies that have proven its application for semi-arid rangeland (Moran et al., 1994c;
Humes et al., 1994a; Kustas et al., 1994b.c; Stewart et al., 1994).
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3.3. Relation of surface heterogeneity

to aggregation

The issues identified above for aggregation of Tk and H are inextricably linked to the
heterogeneity of the site. For example, the sensor calibration presented in Eq. (8) is
nearly-linear for a large range of T, values, resulting in little error in aggregation for
homogeneous sites with a low range of T, values. The same is true for the error
associated with emissivity, where the logarithmic relation between E and NDVI will
produce little scaling error for uniformly-vegetated sites with a low range of NDVI
values. And the scaling errors associated with the stability corrections in Eq. (10)
will produce the greatest scaling errors for heterogeneous sites with an equal distribution
of stable and unstable conditions. Thus, it is important to quantify the heterogeneity of the
site before attempting aggregation of the remotely-sensed variables or energy balance
components.
The importance of quantifying heterogeneity is matched by its difficulty. The variability
of remotely-sensed variables and energy balance components for a site is influenced by
surface-related factors such as vegetation type/cover and soil moisture, and other factors
such as time of day, time of year and spatial resolution. This complexity leads to some
misconceptions about site heterogeneity. For example, at one time of day at one site, the
variability in T, for a sparsely-vegetated rangeland site would probably be less during
the ‘dry’ season than during the ‘wet’ season when vegetation and soil moisture are
highly variable. However, an early-morning measurement during the wet season would
have less variability than a mid-&y measurement during the dry season (due to
differential heating of vegetated and bare surfaces). Furthermore, a fine-resolution
image during the dry season would likely show more variability than a coarseresolution image during the monsoon season. Thus, it is erroneous to make the
assumption that all sites will be heterogeneous during the wet season and homogeneous
during the dry season.
In this study, we used to two methods to quantify the heterogeneity of a site. The first
was simply a comparison of the shapes, magnitudes and ranges of histograms formed from
image data. The second method utilized a scattergram of the NDVI versus surface-air
temperature (Tk - TJ from the spectral image. The significance of the latter requires some
theoretical background which will be provided here, though readers are encouraged to
refer to previously-published works (Price, 1990; Gillies and Carlson, 1994; Nemani and
Running, 1989; Moran et al., 1994a).
A scattergram of the spectral vegetation index (e.g. NDVI or soil-adjusted
vegetation index (SAVI), Huete, 1988) vs. Tk - T, generally results in a trapezoidal
shape that is indicative of the variation in vegetation cover and evapotranspiration
(e.g. Fig. 1). Carlson et al. (1990) associated the scatter with differences in root-zone
moisture availability (5-100 cm), soil surface moisture (O-2 cm) and fraction of
vegetation cover. The shape of the scatter is thus related to the heterogeneity of the
site. Boundaries can be drawn encompassing the maximum-possible variability in
the vegetation index and Tk - T,, allowing determination of the absolute heterogeneity
of the site defined by meteorological conditions. Moran et al. (1994a) proposed a theoretical basis for computing the maximum and minimum possible surface temperatures for a
range of vegetation cover from 0 to 100% using a variation of the Penman-Monteith
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Fig. 1.An example of a scattergramof values of (Tt - T,) and SAVI measuredin well-watered and water-deficit
alfalfa tmatmentplots with differing vegetation cover rangingfrom near-zeroto 100%cover (FromMoranet al.,
1994a).The solid lines representthe trapezoidalshape that would result from the relationbetween the SAvl and
computed with (Tt - T,) the Penman-Monteithequationfor complete vegetationcover (SAVI = 0.8) and bare soil
(SAVI = 0.1).

equation,

(13)
where rc the canopy resistance (s m-‘) to vapor transport, y the psychrometric constant
(kPa “CL), A the slope of the saturated vapor pressure-temperature relation (kPa ‘C-‘), and
VPD the vapor pressure deficit of the air @Pa). This work resulted in the derivation of a
Vegetation-Index/Temperature
(VIT) Trapezoid that encompassed the maximum
possible variability in the vegetation index and values of (Tk - T& for one Site on
one date (Fig. 1).
The VlT Trapezoid theory defines Tk - T, for four extreme situations by changing the rf
term in Eq. (13):
Full-cover, well-watered vegetation, where rc is the canopy resistance at potential
evapotranspiration (assumed to be 5 s m-l);
Full-cover vegetation with no available water (XE = 0), where rc is the canopy
resistance associated with nearly complete stomatal closure (assumed to be 1000 s
m-l);
Saturated bare soil, where r e = 0 (the case of a free water surface); and
Dry bare soil, where re = 00 (analogous to complete stomatal closure).
The left edge of the trapezoid was related to conditions of potential evapotranspiration
and the right edge was related to conditions in which XE = 0. Thus, the location of the
image data within the trapezoid provides information about the variability of H and XE, in
addition to the basic information on variability of the vegetation index and Tk - TV The
VIT trapezoid will be used in subsequent sections to illustrate the heterogeneity of the
study sites.
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3.4. Summary of issues
In order to test any schemes for aggregation of T, aiitl H, variability in the following
points must be considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

sensor calibration;
surface emissivity;
site aerodynamic stability;
z0 between sites; and
zomand zh at each point.

Furthermore, these issues are interrelated and effects of each are dependent upon the
variability of other features. Thus, it is equally important to consider the heterogeneity of
the site in any aggregation scheme. Using an extensive set of remotely-sensed and meteorological data acquired in a semiarid rangeland in Arizona during the dry and wet season, a
first attempt will be made to define the sensitivity of linear aggregation schemes to these
points.
4. Data sets and methods of analysis
An experiment was conducted at the Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed (WGEW)
near Tombstone, AZ, to acquire the meteorological and remote sensing data necessary to
evaluate the scaling characteristics of heterogeneous landscapes. These data were acquired
as part of larger study (Monsoon ‘90) focusing on the general utility of remote sensing to
provide a practical means for monitoring some of the important factors controlling land
surface processes (Kustas et al., 1991). The experimental sites were located in an area
comprising the upper 100 km2 of the Walnut Gulch drainage basin, from about 1300- 1800
m above mean sea level (MSL). In this region, precipitation ranges from 250-300 mm
year-‘, with 2/3 of the rainfall occurring during the summer ‘monsoon season’ in July and
August. For this study, data were obtained during the dry season in June while most
vegetation was still dormant, and during the monsoon season in late July and early August,
when the vegetation was at peak greenness and soil moisture was highly variable in time
and space due to recent precipitation events (Schmugge et al., 1994).
Most of the analysis was limited to eight sites within the watershed, termed METFLUX
stations (herein referred to as MFl to MF8), containing instrumentation for measuring
both general meteorological conditions and estimating the surface energy balance
(Kustas et al., 1994a). The METFLUX sites were located along two parallel transects
crossing the two dominant vegetation types (brush and grasses) and the transition from one
to the other (Fig. 2). Two of the eight METFLUX sites contained considerably mom
micrometeorological instrumentation than the others: MFl (located in the Lucky Hills
subwatershed) was located in a relatively flat, brush-dominated ecosystem and MF5
(Kendall subwatershed) was in a hilly, grass-dominated subwatershed.
Some analysis was conducted for a site just southeast of WGEW that included a distinct
riparian zone, characterized by lush perennial vegetation. Tbe riparian zone presented a
linear feature in high contrast with surrounding brush and grassland vegetation, resulting
in very heterogeneous conditions.
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4.1. Data sets

Data from four sensors mounted on four different platforms were used for this analysis.
The platforms, sensor characteristics, locations of ground targets, and dates of data acquisition are summarized in Table 1. A more detailed account of data acquisition methods and
site descriptions follows.
Yoke-based radiometers: Radiometers were mounted on backpack-type devices (yokes)
to be carried by operators at two sites (Lucky Hills and Kendall) to characterize by sparse
shrubs and grass, respectively. At both sites, a large ground target was delimited over
which surface temperature and reflectance were measured from a height of 2 m above the
ground surface, using yoke-based radiometers and a calibrated reference reflectance panel
(Jackson et al., 1987). Data were acquired at 1 m increments along transects through the
target, covering the entire target in less than 15 min (this technique was similar to that
described by Slater et al., 1987). The Lucky Hills target was approximately 120 by 120 m
in size, typified by relatively flat topography and primarily shrub vegetation of = 0.6 m
height covering 20% of the soil surface. The Kendall target was much larger, 480 by 120
m, located in a hilly, grass-dominated site, stretching from the top of one hill eastward to
the top of another. Yoke-based spectral data were processed to produce reflectance and
temperature for individual samples (0.3 m resolution) on days of year (DOYs) 156 and 252
(to correspond with TM data) at 10.30 h at Lucky Hills and Kendall.

Fig. 2. Landsat TM image covering WGEW and the area immediately surrounding. The solid lines delimit the
boundaries of the WGEW and RIP targets. The flight paths of the Cessna and Cl30 aircraft intercepted the
locations of the eight METFLUX sites (X).
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Thermal Scanner: Thermal infrared data were acquired over WGEW with an Inframetrics 600 thermal imaging radiometer during the Monsoon ‘90 Experiment. The scanner
was flown in a single engine Cessna at altitudes ranging from 0.09 km to 3.35 km above
ground level (AGL) on several days from DOY 209 to DOY 222. A subset of these data
were selected coinciding with clear-sky conditions and a variety of surface conditions.
Thermal data were selected for Kendall and Lucky Hills on three dates at 0.09 km AGL:
DOY 209 at 10.12 h, DOY 209 at 14.40 h and DOY 221 at 07.30 h. Thermal data acquired
at higher altitudes, 0.92 km and 3.35 km AGL, were selected for Lucky Hills on DOY 222
at 14.11 h and Kendall on DOY 209 at 14.5 1 h, respectively. In all cases, a window of size
380 by 480 pixels was extracted surrounding the designated METFLUX site. Thus, at a
flight altitude of 0.09 km AGL, the window covered an area of 76 by 96 m and at 3.35 km
AGL the window covered 2.3 by 2.9 km.
NSOOl: The C-130 aircraft with the NSOOl sensor flew at an altitude of 2 km AGL
along transects intersecting the locations of the 8 METFLUX sites. Windows of size
approximately 2.3 by 2.9 km were extracted for areas surrounding each of the eight
METFLUX sites. Though the NSOOl sensor provides data in eight spectral bands, at
this time only the thermal data were available. We limited our analysis to data collected
during a mid-day flight on DOY 221 with cloudfree conditions.
Landsat TM: Landsat- TM data were acquired on DOY 156 (dry season) and 252
(post-monsoon season) covering an area 180 by 180 km, encompassing WGEW. Analysis
was conducted for two adjacent areas of size 10 by 3 km within the scene. One area
Table 1
General description of instruments deployed during the Monsoon’ 90 Experiment
Platform

Instrument

No. of
bands

Wave-length
range

Targets

Flight dates (day
of year 1990)

Yoke

Exotech Radiometer, IFOV: 15”
Everest IRT,
IFOV: 15’; Footprint: 0.3 m
Thermal Infrared
Scanner: IFOV 2.4
mrad; Footprint:
0.2 m at 0.09 km
AGL: 1.7 m at
0.92 km AGL; 6.0
m at 3.35 km AGL
NSOOIThematic
Mapper Simulator, IFOV: 2.5
mrad; Footprint:
6.0 m
Thematic Mapper
(TM); Footprint:
30 m Reflected
and 120 m Emitted

4

0.50-0.89 pm

156252

1

8-13 pm

Kendall: 0.48 x
0.12 km
Lucky Hills:
0.12 x 0.12 km

1

8-12 em

Kendall and
Lucky Hills:
380 pixels by
480 lines

209221 at 0.09
km AGL, 222 at
0.92 km; 209 at
3.35 km

8

0.46- 12.3 gm

221

7

0.45- 12.5 pm

All eight
METFLUX Sites:
approximate size
380 pixels by
480 lines
Two targets:
WGEW and RIP
(Riparian site) 10
km by 3 km each

Cessna

c-130

Landsat-

156252
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covered most of WGEW and another covered an area just southeast of WGEW that
included very diverse terrain and some pixels with distinctive riparian vegetation (this
area will be referred to as RIP to distinguish it from WGEW). Prior to any tests of
aggregation, the reflected data (TMl-TM4) were averaged from 30 m resolution to 120
m resolution to provide reflected and emitted data at the same resolution.
We emphasize that these data sets were selected for analysis because they covered
a wide range of conditions due to differences in spatial resolution, time of acquisition,
and site characteristics. The study presented here is not meant to be an evaluation of
the effects of spatial resolution and other data-specific characteristics on aggregation,
but rather an evaluation of the effects of sur@ce heterogeneity on aggregation. The
differences in the spatial resolution, timing, and location of these data sets resulted in
differences in the heterogeneity of the surface temperatures and reflectances that were
necessary for an extensive analysis of data aggregation. Though we realize that most
interest in aggregation is at the regional and global scales, the aggregation of our
finest resolution data (less than plant diameter) provided the opportunity for insight
into the uncertainty of aggregation at coarser scales (e.g. sites characterized by
distinctive patch vegetation).
4.2. Methods of analysis
All analyses had the same general form. Values of T, and H were each computed in two
ways:
Su$uce temperature: First, T, was computed from radiance at the pixel resolution (e.g.
120 m for TM) and corrected for emissivity (using Eqs. (7) and (9)), where B* was
assumed to be zero and NDVI was computed for each pixel), and these values were
averaged to obtain a value of Tk at a coarser resolution (e.g. 1 km for TM). Second,
pixel-resolution values of radiance were averaged to the coarser scale (e.g. 1 km for
TM) and then a value of T, was computed and corrected for emissivity (based on an
average NDVI value in Eq. (9)) to estimate Tk. All tests in which visible and near-IR
data were available (yoke and TM), temperatures were corrected for emissivity using
Eqs. (7) and (9). In all other tests, we assumed that E = 1.0 for all temperatures.
Sensible heat flux: First, H was computed from Tk at the pixel resolution (Eqs. (lO)(12)) and these values were averaged to obtain a value at the coarser resolution. Second,
pixel-resolution values of Tk were averaged to the coarser scale, and then a value of H was
computed using Eqs. (lo)-(12) based on average values of Tk. All tests were conducted
using resistance equations that included the kB_’factor, using slrB= 0.17. In all cases,
corrections were made for stability conditions; that is, different equations were used for
stable and unstable conditions, according to Beljaars and Holtslag (1991). Meteorologic
inputs (z_,U and T,) were taken from a local station for the time of the spectral measurements, and values of z0 and d for these sites were computed by Kustas et al. (1994a).
For all data sets except TM, the dam were aggregated from pixel-resolution to a single
point covering the entire extracted window. The TM data were aggregated from 120 m to 1
km resolution over the window covering a 10 by 3 km area. Thus, the aggregation of TM
data resulted in 30 (that is, 10 x 3) pixels, and the aggregation for all other data sets
resulted in a single value for each.
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5.

Results: site variability

To investigate the variability of the vegetation index and T, - T, for the finest (yoke) and
coarsest (TM) resolutions, the VIT Trapezoid was computed for WGEW based on on-site
meteorological data for DOY 156 and 252. As described previously, the left edge of the
trapezoid is related to conditions of potential evapotranspiration and the right edge is
related to conditions in which XE = 0. The yoke-based data illustrated the variability at
sub-element scale (0.3 m resolution < plant diameter) and the TM data illustrate
variability of mixed pixels (120 m resolution >> plant diameter). For DOY 156 (dry
season), the yoke and TM data were clustered in the lower right comer of the VIT
Trapezoid, indicating low vegetation cover and dry conditions (Fig. 3(a)). The variability
of the yoke-based NDVI and Tk - T, data was much larger than that of the TM data, even
though the area of coverage was much smaller. For the TM data, the variability of the
WGEW site was lower than that of the RIP site which encompassed a distinct riparian
zone.
For DOY 252, the yoke and TM data were shifted toward the left edge of the trapezoid,
indicating higher hE values associated with the wet season (Fig. 3(b)). The general
variability of NDVI and Tk - T, was much greater than for DOY 156 at both resolutions.
The variability of the yoke data at Lucky Hills (MFl) was greater than the same data for
Kendall (MF5). Similar to results for DOY 156, the variability of the yoke data was greater
than that of the TM data, and the variability of the TM data for the RIP site was greater
than that for WGEW.
When only thermal data were available, we were unable to use the NDVI vs. Tk - T,
scattergram to evaluate site heterogeneity. Instead, we evaluated the relative site heterogeneity by comparing the histograms of Tr - T, from images acquired at different times of
day and locations. Since thermal scanner images were acquired at several locations,
altitudes, times of day, and times of season, it was possible to investigate the influence
of these factors on the variability of Tr - T,:
??

??

??

Time of Day: The range of T, - T, values increased with time of day at both Lucky
Hills and Kendall (Fig. 4(A) and Table 2). This was due to the differential thermal
inertia and evapotranspiration of vegetation and soil, and it generally results in
greater absolute variability near noon. However, since one of the issues to be
addressed in aggregation of H is the non-linear relation between TL - Ta and
atmospheric stability, we must also consider the mix of unstable and stable conditions. The early morning measurements tend to have a greater mix of stable and
unstable conditions; later readings tended toward uniformly unstable conditions.
Time of year: Images acquired on DOY 209 (early-monsoon) and DOY 221 (midmonsoon) for the same site and time of day were used to investigate the influence
of seasonal vegetation differences (Fig. 4(B) and Table 2). Though the range of T,
- T, values decreased slightly with the increase in soil moisture and vegetation
cover associated with the monsoon season, the most distinctive feature of these
data was the shift of the histogram peak by nearly 5”C, associated with more
actively transpiring vegetation component on DOY 221.
Vegetation type/cover: The variability associated with vegetation type and cover
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the variability of the yoke-based (0.3 m resolution) and TM spectral data (120 m
resolution) for WGEW and RIP on DOYs 156 and 252.

??

was illustrated by comparison of T, - T, values for the Kendall and Lucky Hills
sites on the same day and time, with the same spatial resolution (Fig. 4(C) and
Table 2). Kendall was characterized by a uniform distribution of grass; whereas,
Lucky Hills was characterized by scattered shrubs and bare soil. Consequently, the
histogram of data from Kendall formed a unimodal distribution skewed toward
higher temperatures, and the histogram of Lucky Hills’ data tended toward a bimodal shape with peaks associated with the shrubs and bare soil (Humes et al.,
1994b).
Spatial resolution: Thermal data acquired near the same time-of-day at two spatial
resolutions (0.2 m and 6.0 m) with a field of view centered on Kendall were
compared (Fig. 4(D) and Table 2). As expected, the coarser resolution data had
less variability than the finer resolution data; the range of T, - T, values decreased
from 27°C (at 0.2 m resolution) to 13°C (at 6.0 m resolution). This was the case
even though the coarser-resolution image covered a ground surface area that was
larger and more variable than the smaller area covered by the finer-resolution
image. Thus, it is apparent that at these scales the highest variability in T, - T,
is associated with the finer resolutions.

It should be noted that this analysis was conducted without correction of the thermal
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Fig. 4. Comparisonsof histogramsof thermal scanner data to illustrate the variabilityof T, - T. values due to
influences of (A) time of day; (B) time of year; (C) vegetation type/cover; and (D) sensor spatial resolution.

data for atmospheric attenuation. As precipitable water increases, ground temperatures
detected by airborne and satellite sensors tend to converge (Kiang, 1982). Consequently,
the overall effect of the atmosphere is to reduce the thermal image contrast (Bymes and
Schott, 1986). This would affect the results presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, where data
acquired on different days, at different sites, or at different altitudes were directly compared. This effect could partially explain the decrease in variability of the satellite data
relative to that of the yoke-based data (Fig. 3) and the decrease in variability with sensor
resolution (Fig. 4(D)). The atmospheric influence would have less effect on the following
analysis in which aggregation techniques are applied to single images and the withinimage variation is presented.
6. Results: aggregation
In previous sections, we identified several sources of non-linearity in the relation
between radiance and T, (due to sensor calibration), between T, and Tk (due to emissivity),
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Table 2
Summary of statistics associated with histograms of thermal scanner data (acquired with the Cessna aircraft flying
at 0.09 km to 3.35 km above ground level) presented in Fig. 4. ‘Skew’is the 3rd moment about the mean, where a
larger absolute value represents a more pronounced skew and a negative number indicates a skew to the right.
‘SD’is one standard deviation from the mean, where n = 143 1I2 in all cases
Figure

Time of day Day of year Location
(h)

4A
4A
4A
4A
4B
4B
4c
4C
4D
4D

07.14
09.02
07.07
09.24
09.59
09.24
14.40
14.34
14.40
14.51

221
221
221
221
209
221
209
209
209
209

Range of
T, - T,
values’C

Spatial
resolution

L. Hills
L. Hills
Kendall
Kendall
Kendall
Kendall
Kendall
L. Hills
Kendall
Kendall

0.2 m
0.2 m
0.2 m
0.2 m
0.2 m
0.2 m
0.2 m
0.2 m
0.2 m
6.0 m

Skew

10.5
13.9
7.6
16.4
21.3
16.4
27.0
25.7
27.0
13.0

-

0.06
0.73
0.45
0.57
0.75
0.57
0.85
0.72
0.85
0.23

SD

1.44
1.48
0.72
2.00
2.07
2.00
3.44
4.73
3.44
I .58

and between Tk - T, and H (due to stability corrections of ra and variability in surface
roughness, z,). Here, we used data from the yoke-based radiometers, aircraft-based
thermal scanner and NSOOl, and satellite-based TM to investigate the effects of these
non-linearities on aggregation of Tk and H. As described previously, the general technique
to evaluate the error was to compare Tk and H values calculated in two ways: first,
calculated at the pixel resolution and averaged to the coarser resolution; and second,
calculated directly at the coarse resolution by aggregating the fine-resolution data to the
coarse scale and then computing Tk or H.

Thematic

Mapper (120 m resolution)

*%%---35 40
_I_

g

_..._-‘A__lA

Tk - Averaged

45

50

5

then Caloulated

Fig. 5. An investigation of the effect of emissivity and sensor calibration on aggregation of surface temperature
estimates from Landsat TM data. Kinetic temperatures (T& were calculated using eqns (7)-(9) with TM6
radiance and TM estimates of NDVI for WGEW and RIP on DGYs I56 and 252.
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6.1. Variability in aggregated values of Tk due to sensor calibration and sugace emissivity

The relation between T, and radiance measured by the TM sensor is nearly linear over a
large range of T, values and resulted in aggregation errors less than 0.05% for temperature
ranges of 30°C for prairie vegetation in Kansas (Humes and Sorooshian, 1994) during
FIFE, the First ISLSCP Field Experiment (Sellers et al., 1988). Similar results were found
here for the TM data acquired for WGEW on DOYs 156 and 252. Since this error again
proved to be both small and quantifiable (using Eq. (8)), it will not receive further discussion.
The error in aggregation of Tk associated with the logarithmic relation between emissivity and NDVI (Eq. (9)) was investigated using the TM and yoke-based data sets. The
error in aggregation associated with the emissivity correction (and including the nonlinearity in the sensor calibration) was minor for the TM-resolution data over the range
of surface temperatures associated with two sites and two dates (Fig. 5). The average
difference in Tk values using the two aggregation schemes was less than O.l”C. The error
in aggregation associated with the emissivity correction was also minor for the yoke-based
data at a much finer resolution (0.3 m) than TM with a larger range of T, values. In this
case, the differences in T, using the two aggregation schemes were less than 0.04”C.
These results lead to the conclusion that error associated with aggregation of Tk due to
emissivity differences was negligible for both fine and coarse resolutions for relatively
homogeneous sites. The error increased slightly (though it was still less than O.l”C) for
heterogeneous sites, such as RIP on DOY 252.
6.2. Variability in aggregated values of H due to the stability correction of ra
In the following tests, we assumed that z0 was constant at both the pre- and postaggregation scale. In this way, we could investigate the variability in H associated with
variability in the stability correction of ra’ and variability in kB-‘. By comparing results at
different sites and different resolutions, we tested the magnitude of error associated with
magnitude of .zorstability correction, and emissivity.
At fine resolution (0.3 m for yoke-based and low-altitude thermal scanner data), error in
aggregation of H associated with the stability correction of rs could be large, depending on
surface conditions. For the yoke-based data, errors as large as 12 W mm2were found for
highly variable sites such as Lucky Hills during the wet season (Fig. 6). Error was smaller
for sites with less variability, such as the Kendall grassland during both the wet and dry
seasons. It is notable that the site conditions during data acquisition of yoke-based data (at
10.30 h) were dominated by unstable conditions.
In contrast, the low-altitude thermal scanner data (with footprint of 0.3 m) was acquired
during morning, mid-day and afternoon, resulting in data sets acquired with stable conditions, unstable conditions, and a mix of the two. The error in aggregation of H was small
(> 10 W m-‘) for DOY 209 when site variability was low during the early-monsoon season
(Fig. 7). Error was larger (nearly 20 W m-*) for DOY 221 during the early morning, when
the site was characterized by a mix of stable and unstable conditions.
For moderate resolution (6.0 m) NSOOl dam, error in aggregation associated with the
stability correction was small ( < 6 W m-*) for all METFLUX sites. As with the yoke-
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based data, the data were acquired during mid-day when unstable conditions dominated
the site (Tk - T, > 0) for most pixels. Results were similar for the coarse resolution (120 m)
TM data. The error associated with aggregation of data acquired during the dry season
was negligible for both the WGEW and RIP sites. For data acquired during the wet
season (DGY 252) at WGEW and RIP, there was greater error though it was still
small ( < 5 W me*).
In conclusion, error associated with aggregation of H when z,, was held constant during
pre-aggregation and post-aggregation computations was larger for sites with a mixture of
stable and unstable conditions (e.g. morning measurements with thermal scanner and
yoke-based measurements at Lucky Hills, DOY 252) than for sites dominated by unstable
conditions (mid-day measurements in most cases). The error appeared to decrease with
increasingly coarser resolution. The differences in ra’ associated with differences in
stability were especially large when the site was composed of an even mixture of stable
and unstable conditions at the pixel scale, due to the high non-linearity of the relation
between H and Tk - T, (e.g. Fig. 8). Thus, there were large errors observed for morning
measurements at WGEW, when this condition was most common.

6.3. Variability in aggregated values of H due to variability in z0
To test the sensitivity of aggregation of H values to the non-linearity in the relation
between Tk - T, and H due to varying surface roughness conditions, we assumed that z0
was one value for shrub-dominated sites (0.04 m) and another for grass-dominated sites
(0.01 m) at the pre-aggregation scale (z, values computed by Kustas et al., 1994a), and z,,
was either 0.04 m or 0.01 m for the post-aggregation scale. Thus, there were three outputs
from the aggregation: (1) H computed with a variable z,, value related to shrub or grass
cover; (2) H computed with a constant z ,, = 0.04 m; and (3) H computed with a constant z0
= 0.01 m. This test was conducted by combining the data extracted for each METFLUX

Yoke-Based

Radiometers

(0.3 m resoWon)

Fig. 6. An investigation of the effect of the r,’ stability correction on aggregation of sensible heat flux (H) using
yoke-based data. Values of H were calculated using Eqs. (7). (9)-(12). and yoke-based measurements of T, and
NDVI for Kendall (K) and Lucky Hills (LH) on DOYs 156 and 252 at 10:30. z0 was assumed to be constant at
both scales, though different for each site.
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Fig. 7. An investigation of the effect of the r.’ stability correction on aggregation of sensible heat flux (H) using
thermal scanner data. Values of H were calculated using l?qs. ( 10)-C12)and thermal scanner measurements of Tk
for Kendall (K) and Lucky Hills (LH) on DOY 209 and J.IOY 221. z0 was assumed to be constant at both scales,
though different for each site.

site from the thermal scanner and NSOOl images. In this way, we could investigate the
variability in H associated with all the above-mentioned surface variability and variability
in Z~
For thermal scanner data with fine resolution (0.3 m), there were large differences
(nearly 50 W me2) between values of H aggregated with differing z,, values, especially
in mid-afternoon (Fig. 9). There was negligible error ( < 5 W me2) associated with
measurements in the early morning when values of H were small ( = 35 W me2). For
NSOOl data with moderate resolution (6.0 m), the error in aggregation of H was smaller
( < 25 W me2) (Fig. 10) than for the higher-resolution thermal scanner data.
We concluded that substantial errors in H could be expected (at all spatial resolutions) in
aggregation of sites with significantly different values of zV This was especially true for
measurements at midday when the range and magnitude of Tk - T, values were large. The
differences in H associated with differences in z0 could be especially large when values of
Tk - T, were large (e.g. Fig. 8). Thus, errors were smaller for morning measurements than
for measurements in the afternoon.
It is apparent from the simulated data in Fig. 8 that the inclusion of a variable kB-’ term
in Eq. (10) resulted in a non-linear relation between Tk - T,, and H in F!q. (11). Though the
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Fig. 8. Comparison of H values computed for a continuum of (TI,- T,) values DOY 252 at 10.30 hat Kendall (z, =
0.01 m) and Lucky Hills (z. = 0.04 m) for stable and unstable conditions. These data illustrate the non-linearity of
the relation between (Tk - 7,) and H, and the differences in the relation due to variations in roughness.

of a constant kB-’ term would minimize the errors in aggregation of H for heterogeneous sites, it would substantially increase the absolute error in estimation of H (Moran
et al., 199442).
Since AE is computed as a residual in most remote sensing models utilizing Eq. (1) and
since we assumed here that there would be little error associated with aggregation of R,
and G, the error associated with aggregation of H is directly related to the error in AE. In
some cases (e.g. Fig. 9). the error in H increased with its magnitude. Since XE decreases in
use

Thermal!kanner (0.3 m resolution)
$zI~

D209
DayofYear1990

D221

Fig. 9. An investigation of the effect of stability corrections of r,’ and site-specific differences in to on estimates
of sensible heat flux (H) using thermal scanner data. Values of H were calculated using eqns (lo)-(12) and
thermal scanner measurements of Tr for a combined data set of Lucky Hills and Kendall on DOY 209 at 10.12 h.
DOY 209 at 14.40 h. and DOY 221 at 7.30 h. z0 was assumed to 0.01 m at Kendall and 0.04 mat Lucky Hills for
the bars labeled ‘z. measured.
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m resolution)

[iv

Fig. 10. An investigationof the effect of stability cormtions of T,’and site-specific differences in z0 on estimates
of sensible heat flux (H) using NSOOl data. Values of H were calculated using eqns (lo)-(12) and NW01
measurementsof 7’1for a combined set of data from all MF sites on DOY 221 at 10~30.z,, was assumed to be
0.01 m at MF3-MF7 and 0.04 m at MFl, ME! and MF8 for the bar labeled ‘z., measured’.

magnitude as H increases, the resultant error in XE relative to its magnitude would be quite
large.

7. Conclusions
Previous studies have shown that simple linear aggregation of surface reflectance,
albedo and spectral vegetation indices results in near-negligible error for most
conditions (Humes and Sorooshian, 1994; Hall et al., 1992). In this study, we confirmed
that non-linearities in the TM thermal sensor calibration and conversion from T, to Tk
(accounting for emissivity) were also negligible over most ranges of T,. However, we
found that aggregation of surface energy balance components was more complicated and,
under many conditions, the error was substantial.
This study emphasized the need to account for site heterogeneity in selection of a
scheme for aggregation of surface energy balance components. This is particularly true
for sparsely-vegetated sites, such as the Walnut Gulch semi-arid rangeland. However, the
quantification of site heterogeneity is not an easy task since it can be related not only to
vegetation cover but also to time of day, time of year and sensor spatial resolution. Thus, it
is important to understand the sources of non-linearity in the computation of H and AE in
order to understand the errors associated with aggregation.
Caution should be used in aggregation of energy balance components over heterogeneous landscapes with sparse or mixed vegetation types. Substantial error can be obtained
with the following conditions:
??
??

??

Sites which are composed of a mix of stable and unstable conditions;
Sites which have considerable variations in aerodynamic roughness, especially for
highly unstable conditions where Tk - T. is large; and
Sites which are characterized by patch vegetation, where the pixel resolution is less
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or nearly-equal to the diameter of the vegetation ‘element’ (in most cases, the
diameter of the dominant vegetation type or vegetation patch).

than

Future work should address two issues. Fist, this analysis addressed only scale issues
related to surface heterogeneity. It did not address feedbacks and integrating effects of the
atmosphere (Brutsaert, 1986; Jacobs and de Bruin, 1992) that could decrease the potential
for error in aggregation that was indirectly illustrated in Fig. 8. Second, results from this
analysis showed that there was substantial error in aggregation of H for sites with differences in surface roughnesses. These results were obtained with the aggregation of sites
where roughness varied by only 0.03 m. The aggregation error for sites with greater
variation in roughness lengths, such as mixtures of grassland and forest, could be many
times larger than that presented here.
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